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ABSTRACT

Predicting how users learn new or changed interfaces is a longstanding objective in HCI research. This paper contributes to
understanding of visual search and learning in text entry. With
a goal of explaining variance in novices’ typing performance
that is attributable to visual search, a model was designed to
predict how users learn to locate keys on a keyboard: initially
relying on visual short-term memory but then transitioning to
recall-based search. This allows predicting search times and
visual search patterns for completely and partially new layouts.
The model complements models of motor performance and
learning in text entry by predicting change in visual search
patterns over time. Practitioners can use it for estimating how
long it takes to reach the desired level of performance with a
given layout.
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INTRODUCTION

Understanding learnability and learning of user interfaces
(UIs) has long been a core objective in HCI research. Encountering new, updated, or redesigned interfaces is characteristic of contemporary computer use. For a user, this directs
resources toward constant learning and relearning. For design
and innovation, it is crucial to understand how users weigh the
expected benefits of a UI against costs such as learning effort
[62]. History is replete with interfaces rejected on account of
high perceived learning effort, such as attempts to tweak or
more radically depart from the Qwerty layout [22, 20].
The objective with this paper is to advance research on accurate yet practical HCI models (e.g., [7, 12, 14, 15, 30, 36, 35]).
Appropriate models of learning would not only inform design
and decision-making but be suited to direct implementation
in design algorithms and tools [8, 59, 60]. However, learning is a complex phenomenon involving perceptual, attentive,
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motor, and cognitive reorganisation. While there are plenty
of empirical studies of learning in HCI (e.g., [19, 23, 47, 48,
53]), scholars have made relatively limited progress toward
synthesising the findings from these into models that can drive
practical endeavours.
This paper presents a model of positional learning for keyboards, examining how users learn to locate keys on a keyboard. Keyboards are the primary method of data entry for
computer platforms and have been a central topic in HCI research for decades. Computer users frequently encounter new
or changed keyboard designs, and in any such encounter, visual search performance is a critical factor in how well the
user completes tasks involving the layout. Accordingly, how
users learn a new layout is a well-recognised issue in the study
of keyboard layouts [21, 22, 33, 49, 64].
The model presented here takes two software keyboard layouts
and associated user histories as input. It predicts changes over
time in both visual search patterns and search times with the
new layout. For each task, the model simulates a series of
fixation points and saccades until the target is found. The
model predicts how gaze and total search time depend on
various factors, such as the number of keys, their organisation
into rows and columns, whitespace among them, and viewing
distance. Figure 1 demonstrates the model’s predictions in a
scenario wherein a few keys in the familiar Qwerty layout are
swapped. Firstly, the model is trained to be expert in finding
keys in the Qwerty layout; this is visible in decreasing keysearch times. After the swap, there is an impact on immediate
search times and a subsequent relearning of the new layout,
again manifested in decreasing search times.
The model’s structure is rooted in modern understanding of
positional learning. In particular, it assumes that positional
learning is a ‘race’ between two systems of human memory
to control the oculomotor system. Two systems, visual shortterm memory (VSTM) and long-term memory (LTM), are
needed to explain how learning changes and how the eyes
move over a keyboard [4, 6, 17, 44, 34]. Firstly, when one
looks for a key for the first time, search is not random but
governed by 1) VSTM, which inhibits the revisiting of previous locations. Without this assumption in the model, search
times are unrealistically long. Secondly, with repeated use of
a key, 2) LTM starts to construct a representation of its spatial
location. The strength of the association between a key and its
location affects how quickly and reliably this location can be
retrieved in the future. Eventually, the user will find the key
by gazing at it directly with one glance [13]. At this level of

Figure 1. The model predicts how users learn the positions of keys on a new keyboard or one that has changed partially. Pane a shows how average key
search times decrease as the model learns the layout. In pane b, the model gradually relearns a layout with two swapped pairs of keys. Pane a contains
a subset of the whole data, presented in pane b.

skill, most task time is spent in motor performance, selecting
the keys. The model described here does not cover this aspect;
it focuses instead on the change in visual search times in the
early stages of learning. To explain how changes in a layout
affect learning, the model employs 3) utility learning, which
allows adapting to changes in the model’s environment. With
utility learning, the model can store multiple locations for the
same key in LTM and still, in accordance with the layout,
retrieve the correct location.
This model complements models of learning in HCI. Existing
mathematical models are straightforward to apply but reveal
fewer details about learning. In particular, our model goes beyond the most widely used mathematical model, the power law
of learning [7, 14, 18, 15, 46], by modelling how search patterns change and by predicting the effects of specific changes
to the layout on search times. To account for the time- and
content-contingent phenomena involved, it includes a production system, which controls the oculomotor system by means
of input from the two memory systems. This assumption is
similar to those in ACT-R and EPIC [3, 12, 36, 35] but tailored
to the case of 2D layouts. Hence, we apply not a universal
model of the user but a simplified task-specific model used for
predicting visual search. The benefits are that 1) complexity is
reduced, 2) explanations for observed behaviour can be better
identified, and 3) the model is easier to use.
For development and evaluation of the model, two datasets
were collected. The first comprised visual search patterns
and search times among users encountering a completely new
keyboard layout and learning to search its keys over four
days. The second dataset was from a more naturalistic task,
wherein the participants, already familiar with the Qwerty
layout, were given a modified Qwerty layout and asked to
type words with it on a smartphone. This dataset was used for
fitting the relearning parameters in the model. Results from
several evaluations of the model are presented.
The model can serve as a tool for anticipating users’ learning
experience when practitioners tackle design problems such as:
• Comparison: Which of the given layout alternatives has
the lowest learning costs?
• Immediate cost: What is the impact of layout changes on
visual search performance immediately after the change?

• Learning time: How long does it take the user to learn a
new layout to some desired level of visual search?
RELATED WORK AND GOALS

Whilst there is extensive work on modelling of learning in
skilled activities [1, 3, 5, 4, 45, 61, 29] and visual search [31,
55, 34], models directly applicable to the domain of keyboards
are lacking. Here we present a review of empirical findings
on the effects of changing a keyboard, conducted to compile a
list of phenomena that were taken as goals for the modelling
effort and for discussing how existing models address these.
Empirical Studies of Layout Learning

Prior work has established that learning accounts for a large
proportion of user performance in typing. In a study where
the keyboard was randomised after each keypress, the attained
performance (5.5 words per minute; WPM) was inferior to that
in a condition wherein an unchanged Qwerty layout was used
(20.5 WPM) [42]. This finding suggests that efforts to model
visual search are important for understanding the development
of typing performance.
The effect of changing a keyboard has constituted a major issue
in the development of optimised layouts. Results are mixed.
When words are learnt repetitively, an optimised keyboard
may perform better than Qwerty [11, 10]. However, if full
phrases are used, relearning takes longer and it may not even
surpass Qwerty in the course of an experiment. Dunlop et al.
[21] reported that Sath – a layout optimised for familiarity and
word disambiguation – did not outperform the Qwerty layout
in learning during their study. Upon change, speed dropped
from 21 WPM to 13 WPM, though it rose to 18 WPM after
about four hours. Such results highlight the importance of
understanding how relearning is conditioned to the previous
layout and how quickly a set desired level can be reached.
In attempts to explain the negative impact of layout change
on typing performance, several causes have been pointed out:
visual search for keys [42, 57, 66], unfamiliar arrangement of
the keys (an alphabetical arrangement yields shorter search
times than Qwerty) [65, 41], phrase set [66], and the number
of keys affecting choice [63] (according to the Hick–Hyman
law [25, 28]. See the work of Keele [32] for a review. Such
effects are also influenced by top-down learning strategies
that users may adopt. In a study wherein participants were

taught relative spatial locations of keys before typing with a
novel keyboard [38], this top-down approach improved performance (to 14.9 WPM) relative to that of a control group
typing without top-down information (12.0 WPM).
Models of Visual Search and Learning

Models of learning in HCI can be classified into two types:
mathematical and simulation. Mathematical models of learning describe change in a dependent variable as a function of
repetitions or time. The classic power law of learning predicts
how performance improves as a power function of repetitions
[46]. While this forms the predominant mathematical model
of learning in typing [18, 16, 41, 66] and menu interaction [7],
it does not inform us about how users search or the way their
performance is affected when a layout changes [50].
Our model builds instead on ideas from simulation models,
step-wise executable architectures describing both process and
infrastructural aspects of cognition [3, 12, 36, 45]. The former
element is defined via production rules or users’ declarative
knowledge, while the latter is composed of processing units
with unique properties.
EPIC (Executive Process Interactive Control) [36, 35] models
visual search in menus by means of a production-rule system and perceptual-motor peripherals. The assumption is that
execution is constrained by certain temporal and capacity limitations. Four search strategies for menus are covered: serial
search, parallel search, random search, and systematic search.
A blend of random and systematic search was found to offer
the best match. A recent paper extended the general model
with an active vision component that can deal with visual cues
such as colours and shape [35]. Another production-rule architecture is ACT-R, which uses a different visual search process.
For menu interaction [12], it assumes that eye fixations operate
from top to bottom on items that share features with the target.
The original goal for EPIC was to predict the effect of perceptual, motor, and cognitive constraints on human action;
therefore, it simulates expert performance rather than learning
[36]. Conversely, the roots of ACT-R are in list learning [1, 5],
and this architecture integrates various learning mechanisms,
such as LTM, utility learning, and production compilation [3,
4]. The model presented here uses learning mechanisms similar to ACT-R’s but in a more context- and task-constrained
way, and the other components and assumptions from ACT-R
theory are not applied. More specifically, we utilise the LTM
and utility components from ACT-R but streamline them to the
context of learning keyboard layouts. Further, we use a model
of eye movements [55] that, while compatible with ACT-R,
is not part of its core theory. A system for persistent visual
storage for visual search tasks is adapted from EPIC [34].
Goals for This Paper

For the purpose of better supporting practical work in designing layouts for learnability, the goal here is to strike a balance
between mathematical and simulation models. The former
have a more restricted scope with regard in learning but are
simpler to employ. These models typically have free parameters that need to be fixed with case-specific empirical data.

Models of the latter type have a broader scope but are more
complex and demand filling in many details in advance.
With the model presented here, our aim is to cover key phenomena pinpointed by empirical studies and previous models:
1) change in visual search performance and patterns with experience, 2) the effect of a previous layout, and 3) the effect
of keyboard design and the number of keys. The decision to
focus on these aspects leaves some others to future work. For
example, there may be many search strategies that novices
use when learning a new layout, such as fixating first on the
corners of the layout or progressing from one key to another
in a systematic fashion. Also, layouts may involve visual cues
not covered here, such as key highlighting [43].
MODEL OVERVIEW

The input to the model is a keyboard layout, defined as (x, y)
positions of keys, and a viewing distance. It outputs a sequence
of (x, y) positions of fixations with timestamps, along with the
total search time for a cued key, given a starting location for
the search task and the target key. Each search task leaves a
memory trace, which the model attempts to utilise in the next
tasks. The keyboard layout can be changed ‘on the fly’, in
which case the memory from the earlier layout is retained and
hence affects subsequent relearning times.
An overview of the model’s components is given in Figure
2, with the parameters listed in Table 1. The overarching
assumption is that the total search time is determined by the
interplay of four components:
• Vision: Given a command of where to attend, the model
attends to that location, possibly moving the eyes towards
the requested position via saccades. The model assumes
no peripheral vision for shapes and colours, but it does
simulate the fact that items close to the current fixation can
be encoded without a saccade.
• Visual short-term memory: Each encoded key location is
placed in the VSTM for a short time, inhibiting revisiting
of this key as long as it is in the VSTM.
• Long-term memory: After the key has been found, an
entry associating that key with its spatial location is made
or, if one exists already, refreshed. With each new task, the
model can attempt retrieval of the location of the key.
• Controller: The controller requests attention shifts from
the visual system, and it also attempts to retrieve the target’s location from LTM. If there are multiple locations
associated with the target, as may be seen in the case of
a keyboard switch, utility calculation is used to determine
which memory entry to try to recall.
Vision

The model’s visual search component follows the EMMA
integrated model of eye movements and visual encoding [55].
Time to encode a key Te is
Te = K · [−log( f )] · ek·ε ,
(1)
where K and k are constants, f is the frequency of the object
(e.g., monogram frequency), and ε is the eccentricity, measured as the distance of the target from the current fixation

forbidden to move into any direction for reason of VSTM
inhibition, it requests an attention shift towards a random noninhibition-influenced key.
VSTM is necessary because it allows the model to build an
overview of the layout as it surveys it for the first time [27, 35,
34]. Research on visually intensive search tasks has shown
that an assumption about a short-term memory for previously
visited objects is necessary for accurately predicting visual
search [27, 34]; assuming that visual search is random would
lead to unrealistically high search time. Here, the external
features of the object are not considered in the simulation, as
the keyboard’s keys are not distinguishable from each other
by shape or colour.
Long-Term Memory

Figure 2. Guided by visual short-term memory and long-term memory
systems, the controller requests attention shifts from the vision module.
The positions visited are stored in the VSTM, which inhibits the controller from revisiting them. Target position is stored in the LTM for
future retrieval attempts. In the event of conflicting positions in LTM,
utility learning is used to simulate learning of new locations.

(in degrees). Because encoding time increases exponentially
as a function of eccentricity, the visual system may initiate a
saccade to get closer to the target. Saccade duration Ts is
Ts = t prep + texec + D · tsacc ,

(2)

where t prep , texec , and tsacc are constants related to the human
visual system and D is the distance to be covered by the saccade, in degrees. The landing point of the fixation is the target
location with noise added from a normal distribution with a
standard deviation of σV times the distance between the saccade’s starting point and the intended landing points [55]. If
the encoding time (see Equation 1) is less than t prep , the target is encoded fully without a saccade; if not, the remaining
encoding is done after the saccade.
The EMMA model has been successfully used for simulating
gaze patterns in various tasks, such as reading [55], menu
search [55], and driving [56, 37]. Its main benefit is that it can
encode targets without necessarily having to make a saccade.
Because not all keys that are encoded during visual search
need their own fixation, it becomes more economical to search
through the keys in a given area first before moving via a
saccade to another section of the layout than it is to jump randomly between keys across the entire layout. Future versions
should be able to use the utility learning of the controller component to predict this behaviour; currently, the controller only
requests local attention shifts, unless inhibited by the VSTM.
Visual Short-Term Memory

VSTM attempts to direct the eyes to search neighbouring keys
by keeping track of previously visited locations and inhibiting
shifts to them. In a normal keyboard layout, the number of
immediate neighbours is 4 for keys in the central area, 3 for
those at the sides, and 2 for those in the corners. Inhibition is
implemented as a time rule: τ indicates how long, in seconds,
an item will be stored in the VSTM [34]. If the model is

In parallel with VSTM-guided visual search, the model attempts to retrieve the location of a target from LTM. After
the target key has been attended to and encoded, either by
VSTM-guided search or on account of retrieval from LTM,
the location of the target key is refreshed in LTM for future
retrieval attempts. When the model has found the cued key,
its visual location is stored in LTM or, if the memory for the
key’s location already exists, the memory entry is refreshed.
Each time this entry i is revisited, upon either recall or fixating
again on the key, its activation Bi is updated [5]:
n

Bi = ln( ∑ t −d
j ),

(3)

j=1

where t j is the time since the jth visitation of i and d is a decay
parameter [5]. In the beginning of the task, the model tries
to retrieve the visual location of the cued key from its longterm storage. If Bi > 0, with added noise from the logistic
distribution with a standard deviation of σM , the location is
retrieved and the controller requests an attention shift to that
point (any ongoing visual processes, such as saccades, need
to be completed first). This essentially completes the task as
soon as the visual process, as described above, is finished. If
a noisy fixation lands far from the target, a correcting second
fixation is required. The time to retrieve location Ti depends
on its activation and is obtained as
Ti = Fe− f Bi ,

(4)

where F and f are individual scaling constants [5].
LTM predicts the way in which repeatedly associating a given
key with a spatial location increases the likelihood of recalling
the location. Furthermore, the model predicts higher recall
latencies early in learning and very short recall times in the
expert phase, when the user has had extensive training in the
layout.
The model for LTM presented here has been studied extensively for decades [1, 5] and shows a good fit in list-learning
experiments [1] and learning the positions of visual objects
[51]. For memory tasks, it produces learning curves similar to
those yielded by the power law of learning while allowing the
modeller to investigate the effect of the number of task objects
on learning. This is a necessity for a model of visual search of
keyboard layouts, which should be able to deal with different
layouts without requiring refitting of parameters.

Table 1. Parameters of the model and their descriptions, where values adopted from the literature are denoted with ‘a’, and empirically fitted values
are in boldface (LTM parameters were fitted in study 1, and controller parameters in study 2).

Parameter
τ
d
F
f
σM
α
σU
K
k
t prep
texec
tsacc
σV

Component
VSTM
LTM
LTM
LTM
LTM
controller
controller
vision
vision
vision
vision
vision
vision

Elements controlled
decay (forgetting)
decay (forgetting)
a scaling factor for retrieval times
scaling of the effect of activation on retrieval time
noise for retrieval probability
a scaling factor for learning partially changed layouts
noise for choosing between conflicting memory retrievals
a scaling factor for encoding speed
a scaling factor for the effect of object eccentricity on encoding speed
visual pre-processing time
saccade execution time (baseline)
a scaling factor for saccade execution time (seconds/deg.)
saccade landing-point noise

Value

Ref(s).

4.0a
0.5a

[34]
[5]
[5]
[5]
[5]
[3, 52, 61]
[3, 52, 61]
[55]
[55]
[55]
[55]
[55]
[55]

1.06
1.53
0.60
0.02
0.25
0.4a
0.006a
0.200a
0.070a
0.002a
0.1a

Relearning Partially Changed Layouts

Parameter Acquisition

After a layout is learnt well, any change negatively affects the
performance of the model, as it still looks for the cued key in
the old location. Relearning, therefore, is in part a separate
phenomenon from learning a completely new layout. In relearning and encoding of a key in a location, LTM records a
memory entry that associates the key with its location. If such
an entry already exists, this entry is activated again, as indicated in Equation 3. However, if the key layout has changed,
the new location is added as a new entry. After this, for each
retrieval request there are two conflicting entries, of which the
one with more activations is returned. Thus, after a key has
been relocated, the new location starts slowly gaining association, while the old one begins to decay in memory. The
model uses utility learning to help it choose between the old
and the new memory retrieval for a given key. After the model
has recalled a position and eventually (sooner or later) found
the key, the utility (ui ) of that recall is updated via the delta
learning rule [52, 3, 61]:

A key goal in the work described here was to ensure reasonable
predictive power without having to fit too many parameters
empirically, a goal seen with other simulator-based models
too [2, 36]. All parameters of the model and their descriptions
are shown in Table 1. Although the model appears to have
numerous parameters, most values are fixed a priori in line
with previous literature. In particular, all values for VSTM and
the vision component are adopted from the literature, as they
reflect relatively stable aspects of cognition and perception.

∆ui (t) = α[1 − Ri (t) − ui (t − 1)],

(5)

where α is a parameter to be estimated; Ri (t) is a reward,
which is calculated as the temporal distance between the recall
and finding of the target (shorter temporal distances being
more rewarding); and ui (t − 1) is the utility in the previous
step. The recall with the greatest utility, after adding of noise
from a logistic distribution with standard deviation σU , gets
retrieved.
Utility learning is necessary if the model is to adapt to changing layouts. The delta rule has been shown to offer a good
model of rational action [3, 29]. It is reasonable to assume that,
also in relearning, users try to maximise the efficiency of their
actions by being critical of their memory of the old layout and
adjusting their retrievals accordingly. However, it should be
noted that the model does not provide a top-down framework
for shifting between multiple familiar layouts. A user with
knowledge of both Qwerty and Dvorak will be able to shift
between the layouts without too much memory interference.
Our model does not have such mechanism.

What remains is a set of three LTM-related parameters (F, f ,
and σM ) and two controller-related ones (α and σU ). These parameters are context-dependent, so experimentation is needed
for finding plausible values for them. We fitted the values in
the context of learning visual search with touchscreen layouts:
two empirical studies are reported on below. The first entailed
fitting the two LTM parameters, which we then assumed to be
the same for the second study, wherein we fitted the controllerrelated parameters. Finally, we tested the generalisability of
the model, with the fitted parameters, against results of an
independent previous study [21].
In summary, our aim is a model that can be used directly, after
parameter fitting, for soft keyboards on touchscreen devices.
However, the model can be calibrated to other contexts involving visual search of 2D surfaces. The procedure for parameter
fitting and model validation is:
• Forward modelling: Set parameters of the vision and
VSTM components based on literature.
• Inverse modelling: Obtain the rest of the parameters in
two controlled studies (see below).
• Validation: Validate generalisability against results obtained previously.
STUDY 1: LEARNING A NEW LAYOUT

The first experiment dealt with learning a completely new
layout. The aim was to fit parameters of the LTM model to
data and provide initial validation of the model. To this end,
the experiment was simple, involving only visual search tasks
with new keyboards, without motor action such as typing,

to produce data on learning-related changes in visual search
times and fixation patterns. The experiment followed the idea
of using cued reaction times to measure visual search time
on keyboard layouts [57], and it used randomised keyboard
layouts. The experiment used two user groups (young and
older adults) and spanned four days in order to provide a more
extensive dataset for parameter acquisition. Because previous
work has shown that cognitive performance as well as typing
speed is affected by age, calibrating and validating the study
only with young university students would be limited [24, 54].
For this reason, we chose a more representative sample.
Method

Participants: In total, N = 33 people were recruited for the
experiment. Half of the participants (17) were older adults
(61–71 years old, M = 68, SD = 3), and half (16) were young
adults (19–35 years old, M = 25, SD = 6).
Procedure and Task: The experiment spanned five consecutive days and employed the structure shown in Table 2. On
days 1–4, the participants conducted visual search tasks with
the layout assigned to them on the first day, and on day 5
they transcribed text by using a smartphone. On the first day,
each participant was assigned an individual layout, with the 26
English Qwerty keys randomly shuffled. This layout was used
for all visual search tasks from days 1 to 4 except when, for the
first of the two blocks on day 1, the subjects performed tasks
with layouts that were randomly shuffled between all trials
(however, data from the latter searches were not used in the
model fitting reported on here). There were, in all, 10 blocks
(one on the first day and three on each of the following three
days), of 15 minutes each, in which the participants conducted
visual search tasks with their assigned layouts.
A visual search task block, which was 15 minutes long, involved searching for cued keys on a picture of a keyboard.
Firstly, the participant was shown a cue, which was one of the
26 letters. The cue was shown on an otherwise blank computer
screen; the duration for displaying it was randomised between
2.5 and 3.5 s so that participants could not anticipate the search
task. In addition, they were required to look directly at the
cue: if the gaze, as tracked by an eye tracker, strayed from the
cue, the timer was reset.
After the cue letter disappeared, a picture of a keyboard, always in the same location, was shown. The participant’s task
was to locate the cued key as quickly as possible and press
a reaction time (RT) button. After pressing, a new cue was
presented immediately. The cue was positioned either on top
of the area where the keyboard would appear (33% of the
time) or in a random place within the area where the keyboard
Table 2. The experimental design in study 1, with motor-calibration
tasks (M), visual search with a random keyboard (R) and an assigned
keyboard (A), and transcription tasks with a touchscreen mobile phone
(T) (each block, apart from M, was 15 minutes long).

Day

Blocks

1
2–4
5

M+R+A+M
M+A+A+A+M
T+T

would appear (the rest of the time). The reason for this was
to simulate two cases: the user’s gaze entering the keyboard
from a typing area above it and the gaze arriving from within
the keyboard space. The participants completed as many trials
as they could during the 15 minutes allotted for each block.
They were told not to cheat by pressing the RT button before
actually visually locating the key, and that the eye-tracking
equipment would be used to ascertain whether they had. No
clear signs of such behaviour were evident in the data.
Motor calibration task: At the start and the end of each day
encompassing visual search, participants performed a brief
motor-calibration task. The subject was shown a large circle on
the monitor for a random time within the range 5–10 seconds.
The task, repeated five times, was to press the RT button as
soon as the circle disappeared. The resulting motor-calibration
data were used to adjust the search times recorded in the visual
search experiment: each visual search time was reduced by
the mean of the median RT from the two motor-calibration
tasks carried out on the day in question.
Typing speed assessment: On the final, fifth day, the participants completed a transcription task. A Samsung Galaxy
6 smartphone was used for the experiment (screen size 5.1
inches (70.7% screen-to-body ratio), with resolution 1440 ×
2560 pixels (577 ppi); orientation: portrait; placement in a
case positioned at 45◦ elevation from the table surface on
which the case was rested). The typing software presented
the participants with random words from a corpus, or one or
two random letters from that corpus (composed of the 200
most commonly used English words), as shown in Figure
5. The participants completed as many trials as they could
in two 15-minute blocks with a short rest in between. Half
of the participants, balanced between the age groups, conducted the transcription task with the keyboard layout that
had been assigned to them on the first day of the experiment,
while the other half were given a new randomised layout. The
typing-speed task did not involve eye tracking, because it was
performed on a smartphone, with which using the available
tracker was not possible.
Apparatus and Analysis

Search times: We tested the hypothesis that search time decreased by task block by performing multilevel regression
analysis via the LME 4 package in R [9], with RT as a dependent gamma-distributed variable, task block as the fixed term,
and participant as a random term. The benefit of using a multilevel regression is that it works better with nested data, such
as data from repeated trials [26]. All negative search times
observed were discarded as accidental keypresses with associated very short search times, which became negative after the
motor-calibration subtraction. The number of these was very
small (0.5%), however, and we consider these observations to
be distributed at random.
Gaze tracking: The eye movements of the participants were
recorded during all visual search tasks using Tobii X120 eye
tracker with a sampling rate of 120 Hz. The resolution was set
to 1680 × 1050 pixels (17 inch LCD screen). All eye tracking
analyses were conducted to data, that begun when the cue
letter disappeared and the keyboard appeared, and ended at

the RT of that trial, with the motor calibration subtraction, as
explained above. Thus, we deleted all fixations after the RT
button press, and those right before that press for the duration
of the RT button press time. In addition, all trials that were
excluded from the analysis of the RT data were excluded from
the analysis of the eye-tracking data also. We analysed the
fixation data similarly to search times, with the number of
fixations as a dependent gamma-distributed variable and with
the independent and random terms as in the search-time model.
Typing performance: Finally, fifth-day typing performance
was assessed in characters per second (CPS) [40]. A regression
with the between-subjects factor of whether the participant
was using a newly randomised or the earlier assigned layout
was taken as the independent variable in the model, with CPS
as the dependent variable. We used this procedure to answer
the question of how great the role of knowing the key locations
in a keyboard layout is for typing performance.
Parameter Fitting

For model fitting and estimation, the search times from the experimental data were first median aggregated within individual
participants and task blocks, then mean aggregated within task
blocks. The grand mean block values thus obtained were then
used to fit the three LTM parameters for the model (F, f , and
σM ). For a fitness score, we calculated root-mean-square error
(RMSE) between the predicted search times and RT data for
each 100 random parameter combinations. Here, RMSE represents the accuracy of the predictions when the model was fitted
with the data in terms of how much, on average, the predictions
deviate from the data Random search with researcher-provided
seeds and Gaussian process modelling (with the package GPfit
in R [39]) yielded very similar parameter values. The final
values are reported in Table 1.
Results

Search times: All participants except one demonstrably
learned the layout of their assigned keyboards over the four
days (one participant grew worse each day but was not excluded from the data analysis). A multilevel regression with
search time as the dependent variable and block as the independent variable showed a statistically significant main effect
for block, F(1, 294) = 103.6, with p < .001. The change in
search times between blocks is displayed in Figure 3, which
also shows the model’s predictions with the best-fitting parameters (F = 1.06, f = 1.53, and σM = 0.60). The model’s
fit was R2 = 0.97, RMSE = 0.03. For the variance in search
times produced by the model, and predictions up to five hours
of learning, see Figure 1a.
Visual search patterns: The number of fixations per trial
decreased each day: F(1, 287) = 64.8, with p < .001. The
model’s fit for the number of fixations when normalised for the
visual distance between the cue and the target was R2 = 0.85.
For a non-normalised fixation count, RMSE = 2.2, indicating
that the model underestimated the number of fixations. The
reason for this may be that the model makes a new fixation
strictly only when necessary, while human beings perform
smaller saccades even when not necessarily needing one. Figure 4 presents sample fixation locations in trials on days 1,
2, and 4 for both a human participant and the simulator. We

Figure 3. Development of search times in experiment 1 for the empirical
data and model. The task blocks, each 15 minutes long, were distributed
over four consecutive days. Model fit to the data was R2 = 0.97, RMSE =
0.03.

picked similar tasks for qualitative illustration of human and
model-produced search strategies
Typing performance Although the model does not cover motor performance, it was still interesting to see how the participants performed when completing an actual typing task
with the assigned layouts as compared to newly randomised
ones. The mean CPS value for the group using the layout
that was assigned to them on the first day was 0.58 (7 WPM),
and that for the group using a random layout was 0.37 (4.4
WPM). The older subjects contributed somewhat to the low
WPM figures [58]. Among elderly subjects, typing was clearly
slower (0.34 CPS vs. 0.59 CPS). Also, the participants had
not had a chance to develop motor performance with their
assigned keyboards. That said, having positional knowledge
of the layout has a large impact on typing performance; hence,
models of positional learning are relevant for layout design.
Summary

The model’s predictions of initial visual search times with new
keyboard layouts, as well as of the subsequent learning curve,
were a good fit with the data. The same was true of predicting
decrease in the number of fixations per trial, although the
model did underestimate the number of fixations per task.
Furthermore, the simulated search patterns and their change
due to learning were shown to be qualitatively similar to data
from human subjects.
STUDY 2: LEARNING A CHANGED LAYOUT

The first study dealt with learning a completely new layout
and did not involve the participants relearning with a partially
different one. Data from such conditions are needed 1) for
parameterising (obtaining the utility-learning parameters α
and σU ) and 2) for evaluating how well the model predicts
learning and typing performance with changed layouts. To
inform assessment of generalisation to a realistic context, study
2 involved typing instead of visual search alone. Here, we
investigated the impact of partial layout changes (key swaps)
on typing performance and the subsequent relearning.

Figure 4. From study 1, example fixation patterns for three tasks, on days 1, 2 and 4, for a human participant (upper row) and the model (lower row).
The blue circle is the cue location, where the task started, and the grey rectangle indicates the location of the target. The first-day search tasks resulted
in multiple fixations around the task space, whereas on the last day, both participant and model fixated close to the target.

Method

Results

Participants: We recruited 10 people to participate in the
study (4 M, 6 F, ages 21 to 36 years, mean age 26, SD = 4.4).
All were university students and experienced in smartphone
use (3–4 hours/day) and text messaging in particular (1–2
hours/day) They rated themselves as being good or expert at
touchscreen typing.

Typing performance: The participants’ median typing performance with Qwerty was 0.37 seconds per key (32 WPM),
and it was 0.44 seconds per key (27 WPM) with the key-swap
layout. Median CPS values with the key-swap layout for the
five blocks were 0.50 (24 WPM), 0.44, 0.41, and 0.40 (30
WPM). The model’s performance after 50 hours of learning
settled at 0.40 seconds per key (Figure 1 shows the model’s
simulation). It should be noted that while merely looking for
a key is a task somewhat different from typing, the results are
almost the same.

Procedure and Task: The experiment applied a withinsubjects design wherein each participant completed transcription tasks with the dominant-hand index finger on two touchscreen keyboards, first a Qwerty layout, then a layout wherein
the E and N and the A and O keys were swapped. These
letters were chosen because they were the most frequent in the
English-language corpus used: hence, the effect of the swap
would be larger than with infrequently pressed keys.
Each of the two blocks consisted of 10 minutes of uninterrupted typing, with a five-minute rest between blocks. The
model was likewise given cues for the four swapped keys more
frequently than for others. After it was trained for 50 simulated hours, to have extensive knowledge of the Qwerty layout,
the layout was changed, to the one the human participants had
used (see Figure 5), and the model was given cues for keys
for 10 simulated minutes. The cue frequencies corresponded
to the letter frequencies in the corpus used in the experiment.
For model fitting, both the full dataset and a subset with only
one-letter words were used, the latter because this corresponds
best to the task that the model handles: to find one key on
the keyboard at a time. Further, fit analysis was conducted
separately for full one-letter typing data and a subset with only
the swapped keys.

The model’s fit to the full set of typing data was R2 =
0.49, RMSE = 0.15, and for the one-letter typing data it was
R2 = 0.76, RMSE = 0.24. For one-letter typing data with only
the swapped keys, the fit is R2 = 0.60, RMSE = 0.19. Since
visual search tasks and typing differ in nature, the fit obtained
speaks to the model’s value for analysing the effects of smaller
changes in layout on typing performance.
Summary

The fit with the data suggests that the model can accurately
capture changes in visual search times after a small change in

Parameter Acquisition

Both human- and model-generated data were median aggregated into five two-minute blocks. From this point onward,
the process of fitting α and σU was identical to the procedure
in study 1. Parameter search resulted in the best α (0.02) and
σU (0.25). The LTM parameters were as set in study 1.

Figure 5. Study 2, the transcription task and keyboard with swapped
keys marked with arrows.

layout. Further, the results show that a large proportion of typing performance may be attributable to visual search when the
user is not an expert in the layout. This is because the model’s
predictions were plausible even though the experimental data
included motor action whilst the model’s operations considered only visual search.
SIMULATING LAYOUT CHANGES

With the parameters fitted, the model can be used to evaluate
the learning and relearning of various layout designs for touchscreen keyboards. The last section of the paper explores the
practical value of the model’s ability to anticipate how new
designs affect immediate performance and relearning.
Case 1: Testing Generalisability with Dunlop et al. 2012

We conducted a further test of the model’s ability to predict
the impact of partial layout changes on performance and the
subsequent relearning, by using the data presented by Dunlop
et al. [21]. The layout they used, Sath, was optimised to
balance faster-than-Qwerty typing with familiarity to Qwerty
users. Hence, it offers a suitable test for the model’s fit. The
impact of a keyboard switch from Qwerty to Sath was reported
as percentage speed relative to Qwerty [21], so the results with
our model were converted to this form. Although details of
how long the participants (N = 10) typed with the Sath layout
(on a regular smartphone) are not available, some estimates
can be made. There were four sessions, each of less than 45
minutes. In the first session, only half of the time was used in
typing with Sath. Here, we assume a session to have included
15 minutes of typing, which puts the typing time in the first
session at 15 minutes of typing with Sath, and that in each of
the other three sessions at 30 minutes.
The model was again trained to be expert in Qwerty via a
time span of 50 simulated hours. The typing speed for the
last 60 minutes was recorded for comparison with the performance after the switch to Sath. The reported human typing
performance with Sath, as a fraction of Qwerty performance,
was 0.64, 0.65, 0.72, and 0.85 [21]. The model’s predictions with all parameters set as above and not fitted for these
data specifically were 0.43, 0.48, 0.52, and 0.55. The fit was
r2 = 0.80, RMSE = 0.23, a result that supports the model’s
validity. The impact of the switch was more dramatic with
the model, but one factor in this is probably that, whereas the
model was expert in visual search on Qwerty (30 WPM), the
human participants were not as fast at Qwerty typing (21.3
WPM) [21]. Nevertheless, the slope of the predicted relearning times is comparable to the human data without adjustment
of the model’s parameters.

and IJQwerty (see Figure 6). Dvorak (in pane a) has little
similarity with the Qwerty layout. Sath, as a layout optimised
to be familiar to Qwerty users but at the same time yield higher
typing speeds [21], served as a middle level between hard and
easy layout reconfiguration (see pane b). Finally, IJQwerty
represents a very small layout change, consisting of swapping
Qwerty’s I and J (see pane c) [11]. The small and local swap
in IJQwerty should have a smaller impact on relearning costs.
Dependent Variables: We analysed two values of interest
from the model’s simulations: 1) the immediate impact of
a keyboard switch on visual search time and 2) how long it
takes to achieve an acceptable level of performance. Here,
‘acceptable’ was deemed to be 0.6 s search time per key, which
corresponds to 20 WPM (with five-character words).
Results: For all three cases, the model was firstly allowed to
reach expert level with Qwerty by conducting visual searches
for 50 simulated hours. We set all of the model’s parameters
in line with the two empirical studies. Figure 6 depicts the
impact of layout change on search times and also shows how
search times start to decrease as relearning with the new layout
occurs. As predicted, the negative impact of the new layout on
visual search times is the biggest with Dvorak, then with Sath,
and only slightly with IJQwerty. Likewise, relearning with the
Dvorak layout takes a long time (6.0 hours), whereas search
times for the Sath (4.2 h) and especially for IJQwerty recover
more quickly (for IJQwerty, the switch did not raise search
times above 0.6 seconds). Figure 6 also shows that the model
acquires similar search times and projected learning curve
with both Dvorak and Sath with about 15 hours of practice.
Case 3: Changes in Keyboard Form Factor

In the second and final case, we examine the effect of switching from a full keyboard to one with fewer keys. While the
parameter fitting was conducted for a keyboard with 26 keys
and normal dimensions (three rows of 7 − 10 keys), it is possible to simulate learning with other row–column designs.
The model can predict learning times to the required level of
expertise.

Case 2: Comparison of Three Designs

In the second case, our interest lay in a scenario wherein a
designer wants to learn about the effects of changing a familiar
layout. Obviously, the model should predict that the closer the
new layout is to the familiar one, the easier the transition will
be. It should also predict the length of the transition period.
Compared layouts: To this end, we examined three keyboard
layouts from HCI literature, each suggested to be faster to
type with than Qwerty for an experienced user: Dvorak, Sath,

Figure 6. Left: Three investigated keyboard layouts. Right: The simulated negative impact on visual search times of a layout change from
Qwerty to one of these three example layouts (the dashed horizontal line
shows performance before the switch). The model was expert in Qwerty
visual search and was then forced to switch to Dvorak (a), Sath (b), or
IJQwerty (c).

model of learning different layouts, not only keyboards. The
model should be extendable to account for objects’ shape and
colour while also adjusting to different work flows [35] – that
is, not just searching for randomly cued keys but adapting to
changing task conditions. However, such extensions might
better find applications outside ordinary keyboards, which are
two-dimensional grids composed of elements with very small
variations in size, colour, orientation, and shape.

Figure 7. The model’s simulation of the learning curve for a tiny (9-key),
small (15-key), and Qwerty (26-key) layout.

Using the parameters and training reported above, the model
predicts that learning to visually search keys consistently in
less than 0.6 s, which would correspond to WPM > 20, takes
only 0.02 hours for a layout consisting of nine keys arranged
in a 3 × 3 grid (see Figure 7). In a layout with three rows
having five keys each, the search time is still only 0.08 hours.
In study 1, with 26 keys the participants did not achieve search
times this low (see Figure 3), and the model predicts that it
would take an average participant 4.5 hours to reach this level.
DISCUSSION

The present work advances understanding of how users learn
to locate keys on a keyboard. The proposed simulation-based
model predicts how quickly they learn a layout, how their
search times and patterns change over time, the way in which
layout changes set them back, and how factors such as layout
design and the number of keys affect all of this. Two experiments were used to fit the model’s parameters and confirm that
the model-simulated search times both correspond to human
search times and can be used to predict the impact of layout
change on performance in typing with touchscreen keyboards.
The model assumes that two memory systems ‘compete’ for
control of gaze. The short-term component is necessary to
ensure that search times are not too long in the beginning, the
long-term component to address learning and forgetting of
positions. The modelling assumptions and most parameters
are rooted in previous literature on cognitive models. Various
types of evidence supporting the model have been presented
above. The model shows a good fit with experimental data
pertaining to search times and patterns in how users learn
new layouts. Via associated parameters, the model was further fitted to predict experimental data related to performance
changes when the user is relearning, typing with a slightly
changed layout. Without changes to the parameters obtained
in these two studies, the model’s predictions proved an acceptable fit to data from an external study on the impact of a
partially new layout on performance and relearning time.
There are many possibilities for improving on the model presented here, with the long-term goal being to offer a generic

While the model does not predict motor performance, it offers
an estimated lower bound to typing performance, which is
particularly pronounced in the beginning during learning of a
new layout. Nevertheless, an obvious step is to integrate the
visual search model with a finger-movement model, utilising,
for example, Fitt’s law. In this modelling, a critical factor
will lie in analysing how much the eye and the finger move
in parallel when the user types on a mobile phone. Further
components for this integrated model of touchscreen typing
should include, for instance, dividing attention between the
keyboard and the text area, proofreading the text typed, and
using multiple fingers to type. These extensions forecast an
integrated model, which considers how learning and performance are affected by various UI elements. Such a model is
crucial for understanding individual differences in skill with
various daily computer tasks. As no user is the same, this is
an important step in creating accessible and usable UIs.
CONCLUSION

Today’s user interacts constantly with multiple and changing
interfaces, and consistency is thus a critical challenge for UI
design. The probability of accepting a new interface is associated with how quickly familiarity can be achieved. As evident
in the case of keyboard layouts, new, more efficient designs
are rarely accepted due to the difficulty of relearning. Our
model clarifies this problem by operationalising layout learning and relearning as a dynamic system consisting of visual
search, visual short-term memory, long-term memory, and
utility learning. The model can assist designers and decisionmakers by predicting 1) how changes in layouts influence
relearning times; 2) that large changes in layouts are possible
when some maximum acceptable relearning cost is assumed;
and 3) how to change one layout into another subtly.
Formal models of user, such as presented in this paper, are a
necessary instrument in design, especially when the design
space is large. Whenever the user faces a new design, visual
search will be a limiting factor to its use until the positions of
the elements have been learned. The model presented here provides a psychologically grounded and empirically tested tool
for analysing this phenomenon, and helps the designers attain
sufficient UI consistency when implementing new designs.
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